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Abstract. This paper presents the result of initial study about implementation of
rough sets theory in generating a thesaurus automatically from a corpus. The main
objective of this study is to investigate the relation between keywords (defined by
human experts as highly related with particular topic) and the sets generated based
on rough sets theory. Analysis was conducted into comparison results of all available sets. We concluded that implementing rough sets theory is a rational way to
automatically construct a thesaurus, as it can enrich a concept and proved to be able
to cover the keywords given by the human experts.

1 Introduction
Thesaurus is a type of lightweight ontology which provides some additional semantics in their terms relations, e.g. synonym relationships, and does not provide
an explicit hierarchy [6]. In Information Retrieval system (IR), it is a significant
tool used as a controlled vocabulary in indexing process and as a means for query
expansion, such as in [7] and [3].
Constructing an ontology automatically has been studied for years. In [1], Crouch
and Yang reported that the thesauri generated automatically based on document collection clustering substantially improved the retrieval effectiveness in their four test
collections, although the implementation of term discrimination value theory (used
to differentiate the classes produced between the useful-thesaurus-classes and the
non-useful-thesaurus-classes) was unsuccessful. A study of Patry and Langlais in
[10] presented an approach to automatically generate term extractor from a training
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corpus as well as proposed a way of combining some statistical metrics in order to
extract the terms more efficient than when they were used in isolation.
The major issue of constructing a thesaurus automatically is identifying the semantically related terms. Term co-occurrence is one way that has been studied since
1960 [8]. Considering the semantic relatedness between words, rough set theory received our attention as it is a mathematical approach to vagueness [12]. Moreover, it
has been successfully implemented in numerous areas of real-life applications [5].
The following section give a brief explanation of tolerance rough set model. Before delineating the phases of study, the experiment data is expounded. We discuss
our findings at Sect. 5, then make the conclusion and propose some future works.

2 Tolerance Rough Set Model
Introduced by Pawlak [11] in 1982, rough set theory expresses vagueness of concept by means of a boundary region of a set. Suppose we have a concept, then the
idea is to approximate the concept by two descriptive sets called lower and upper
approximations. Intuitively, the lower approximation consists of all elements that
surely belong to the set, the upper approximation consists of all elements that possibly belong to the set, whereas the boundary region consists of all elements that
cannot be classified uniquely to the set or its complement, by employing available
knowledge [12].
Tolerance rough set model (TRSM) is an extension of Rough Sets Theory introduced by Kawasaki, Nguyen, and Ho in [4] as a tool to model document in text
mining. Basically, this method came from the generalized approximation space using tolerance relation described by Skowron and Stepaniuk in [13].
In order to enrich the document representation in terms of semantics relatedness,
TRSM creates tolerance classes of terms and approximations of subsets of documents. The tolerance classes of terms in T was based on the co-occurrence of index
terms in all documents from D, where D = {d1 , d2 , ..., dN } is a set of text documents
and T = {t1 ,t2 , ...,tM } is a set of index terms from D. Then, a weight vector is used
to represent each document di = {wi,1 , wi,2 , ..., wi,M }, where wi, j denotes the weight
of term t j in document di .
Defining the TRSM means defining the tolerance space R = {U, I, ν , P} suitably for the information retrieval problem. Due to page limitation, we recommend
[2] or [9] for detailed explanation of definition. After all, the lower approximation
LR (X), upper approximation UR (X), and boundary region BNR (X) of any X ⊆ T in
tolerance space R = (T, I, ν , P) are as follow
LR (X) = {ti ∈ T | ν (Iθ (ti ) , X) = 1}

(1)

UR (X) = {ti ∈ T | ν (Iθ (ti ) , X) > 0}

(2)

BNR (X) = UR (X) − LR (X)

(3)
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3 Experiment Data
We used ICL-corpus which consists of the first 1,000 emails of Indonesian Choral
Lovers (ICL) Yahoo! Groups of Indonesian choral community. Each document of
ICL-corpus was assigned topic(s) by choral experts (described in [15]) and this
process yielded 127 topics.
During annotation process, in addition to decide topics, keywords were determined for each document in order to express the high related words with the given
topic. We treated these keywords as the body text of each document in the second
corpus, named WORDS-corpus. Thus, the WORDS-corpus also consists of 1,000
documents and its document id is in accordance with document id of ICL-corpus.
Assuming that each topic given by the experts are a concept, we consider the
agglomeration of keywords for each topic as the terms variants of the concept that
semantically related. Therefore, the WORDS-corpus became the ground truth of
this study.

4 Main Phases of the Study
There were three phases conducted in this study, those were extraction, rough sets,
and evaluation. Fig. 1 depicts the whole process including the resulted sets of each
phase. The rectangle represents the phase while the circle represent the result.

Fig. 1 Main phases of the study

From extraction phase it was identified that there were 12,363 unique words in
ICL-corpus (called ICL list) and 4,281 unique words in WORDS-corpus (called
WORDS list). We then classified our corpora based on the 127 topics and considered
all terms appears in each class as the terms of its representative vectors. A frequency
matrix of topic-term was created based on these classes. The resulted classes of ICLcorpus (called ALL) were then further processed in rough set phase whereas resulted
classes of WORDS-corpus (called WL) was used later in evaluation phase.
In rough set phase the upper set Ur, lower set Lr, and boundary set BNr of each
class from ICL-corpus were generated using (1), (2), and (3) respectively; assume
that RS refers to those three sets. In order to ensure this job could be done quickly,
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the occurrence binary matrix (OC), co-occurrence matrix (COC), and tolerance matrix (TOL) were created based on algorithm described in [9]. For evaluation purpose,
RS were generated with co-occurrence threshold θ between 1 to 30.
Finally, comparison between all available sets were conducted in evaluation phase
to get the amount of terms appear in both compared sets. From these comparisons
we got values for each topic, then the average computed for each θ value.

5 Analysis
Comparison between ICL list and WORDS list shows that ICL list consists of almost all of WORDS list terms (99.6%). Analysis of 17 words of WORDS list which
not appear in ICL list shows that it is caused by typographical error (7 words, all
appear in ICL corpus), informal words (5 words), derived words (4 words), and foreign language (1 word) that emerge in both corpus. For at least 8 of them should be
resolved by the stemming process which has not been employed in this study.
The difference between ICL list and WORDS list is 8,082 terms, that is 65.37%
of ICL list. Further data related with this are comparison results between ALL and
WL, which calculate the same term for each topic. We noticed that the average
percentage of same word between ALL and WL in each topic is only 14.56%.
Table 1 Average of same word between sets
Set

Ur (%)

Lr (%)

BNr (%)

ALL

100.00

5.00

95.00

WL

97.74

4.89

92.85

Table 1 shows the results of sets comparison. The value in each cell is the average
of number of same word between two sets. The value of ALL-Ur in Table 1 (100%)
could be used as an indicator that the RS sets were generated in right manner. Ur is
the upper approximation of ALL set hence should consist of all elements belongs
to the ALL set. With regard to the number of same terms between ALL and Ur,
there are only 42.35% of ALL terms appear in Ur. From this, we can say that the
implementation of rough sets theory definitely enrich a concept.
The other values of the first row of Table 1 show that only few terms of
ICL corpus (about 5%) actually could be classified as belong to specific topic while
most of them (about 95%) cannot be classified uniquely into a specific topic. These
values are somehow similar with comparison results of WL and RS, presented at the
second row of Table 1, although the Ur does not cover all terms of WL (only 97.74%
of WL). This is possibly the case happen in classification, that limited number of
terms could be considered precisely belong to a particular class while numerous of
them are in uncertain condition.
Regarding that WL consists of keywords define as highly related with particular
concept, the high value of WL-Ur (97.74%) and the small value of WL-Lr (4.89%),
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attest that topic assignment is beyond the written terms on a text, i.e. the number of
terms being considered during decision of a topic is more than the number of terms
written on a text, hence automatic topic assignment task cannot be simply relied on
the particular written text. Related with the previous finding that average percentage
of same word between ALL and WL in each topic is only 14.56%, then reduction
of index term seems to be compulsory.
The experiment to alter the co-occurrence threshold θ value in range 1 to 30
shows a great improvement in decreasing the number of Ur, as it is clearly depicted
in Fig. 2. From this figure, we can see that the dramatic change starts to be stable at θ
value around 19. Analyzing the other graphs (i.e. the graph of all comparison made)
yielded similar result, thus it is suggested to set the θ value ≥ 19. This finding is
supported by the high average of same word between WL and Ur that is still larger
than 90%, up to θ value 40.
Fig. 2 Total terms of Ur. Total number of terms in upper
sets decrease dramatically
at the beginning and then
become stable at tolerance
value around 19.

6 Conclusion
By employing the TRSM, some sets consist of terms were generated from ICLcorpus and WORDS-corpus. Comparison between resulted sets were conducted in
order to get the total number of terms that occur on each topic in both sets being
compared. We analyzed the average value of each comparison with θ value in range
1 to 30.
We concluded that implementing rough sets theory is a rational way in order
to automatically construct a thesaurus, as it can enrich a concept and proved to be
able to cover the keywords given by the human experts. However, further study that
employs Indonesian stemming and feature selection in rough set theory are requisite.
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